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Abstract: It's easy to put a number of lights on the ceiling, but this is not the best strategy. Many 
households tend to illuminate the home as a convention - too bright in the upper room. Such lighting is 
sometimes not enough. If you omit floor lamps and table lamps, reading books in the room can cause 
upsets. Chandeliers on the ceiling are great when you want to organize a big party, but small table 
lamps are suitable for more intimate atmosphere. Also emphasized lights highlight images or walls can 
add luxury to any room. The lighting in the home is a specific category because each region with their 
demands require a different lighting and priroa space and forms have a clear dimension. Changing the 
light changes the whole ambiance and it changes the mood of consumers. Good lighting can enhance 
the effects and highlight the quality of the interior and poor lighting missed the whole concept interior. 
Lighting is one of the most important factors in the interior. With proper light your home will become 
safer and more comfortable place to live. Lighting can make a stimulating atmosphere for fun or quiet 
and relaxed atmosphere. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Since ancient time the importance of lights in the interior the effect of light and shade when 
space is frugal and nesosvetlenite lit areas and areas with scaling of not so dark horse has a 
huge role in creating the interior. 
The main task of the designers was to create the best lighting without hampering the 
psychological effect of light and aesthetic rhythm of man. Arranging and lighting move in 
parallel in a single space. Most often it is obeyed fully functional zoning of the interior, 
because from the beginning we should have a decision on the types of lighting and 
illuminating bodies. 
The lighting can completely change impact in the interior. The best in space where possible 
variants, it can be adjusted according to the mood or the subject to be able to change the 
light into the space. In any interior space has a joint and local lighting. Zaesnichkoto 
osvetlucanje replaces daylight and at night local complements the atmosphere in the space. 
Prior to making the concept of lighting the first to have to take into account the statement of 
the room and lighting should always be subordinate to the functional content in the interior. 
The way the lighting can be different, and of course a distinction between the organizations 
of the lights in the office premises of those are intended for rest and relaxation. The best 
choice is an organization of lamps that can operate flexibly and multifunctional, which means 
means a good mix of different types of luminous bodies at a time can be adjusted to achieve 
the right atmosphere and the desired effect. 
Each room in the residential space can get a new dimension with light effects. Setting the 
central lighting in the large part of the premises is a very practical solution, with a good 
selection of spectacular chandeliers or ceiling lighting gives the desired effect and it is the 
lighting of the space. 
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2. THE LIGTHING 
 
2.1. Common or general lighting 
 
That is pinpointing which include entering into a space and no one can work. It provides 
uniform lighting and should be closest to the effect of daylight. 
Suited for general lighting is reflected (indirect) light - it is the light that comes directly from a 
light source and reflected from the wall or ceiling. It provides uniform light in the room and 
creates sharp shadows. 
From a psychological point of view is good lighting to resemble daylight - like color, strength 
and direction, especially in dark autumn and winter days .For general lighting commonly 
used chandelier - they give a good light, but many shadows, how he knows it is adequate 
light for reading or working. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. General lighting 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Local lighting 
 
2.2. Local lighting or additional 
 
It can be separated in different corners of the room, highlighting architectural elements 
(walls, furniture) or object (image, a small sculpture). Local needs proper lighting is glowing 
body with targeted (direct) lighting - for reading corner, above the kitchen work in the 
workplace or as a decorative element. 
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We must not forget about the different atmosphere that create different types of bulbs - free 
standing lamps (so-called because they are lamp shades) can be upwards, downwards or on 
the wall and are very suitable for the creation of a more intimate atmosphere or to emphasize 
a detail in the area; lamps depending on the lamp can also be used for reading, and in the 
dim light only have a decorative effect; halogen, embedded in the ceiling, as well as the 
independent videos can be fixed and moveable with halogen or ordinary light bulb - they can 
serve as general lighting, and the emphasis on an element of the home (for example 
painting, sculpture or decorative object). 
The trends represent a new concept of integrated living at the time in which we live. Trends 
in the market for equipment vnatresniot space are changing very rapidly, and it is very 
difficult to be completely true to everything that emerges as a trend. 
However trends than by design, color, material, texture and represent a new concept of living 
which are regularly incorporated into the time in which we live. The wave of lack of housing in 
terms of actual needs, the opportunity for easy maintenance and maximum comfort, impose 
trends of modern living. 
If this trend is seen as a way of life and adapted to real needs, then it deserves consistency, 
and how its transformation into "work" can be in a variety of styles, materials and colors. 
 
2.3. Daycare 
 
For common day room lighting is commonly used centrally placed luminous body in the attic. 
But it's definitely the best decision because directed lighting makes shadows of persons in 
the room that creates a cold effect to the interior and connecting parts of the area are poorly 
lighted. 
Therefore, for general lighting is better to choose a reflective light - indirect lighting, reflected 
in the ceiling (through installation of lighting in suspended ceiling, in niches, with light 
directed toward the ceiling, through systems of halogen lamps or incandescent light source 
hidden behind the lampshade). 
The most important are the decisions with lowered ceilings and concealed lighting in them, 
making the ceiling appear even higher and lighting of individual corners are put embedded 
headlamps. Very suitable for general lighting in the day room is the lighting systems in which 
the wires or rails and placed halogen they can continue on the wall, can be moved to 
"descend" down over the low table in the living room, and such a system does not require 
setting up a new installation. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Light living room 
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Directed lighting are used to feed additional functional or decorative parts in space. 
Necessarily need to think about the soft, diffuse light, while watching TV, as viewing the 
screen in total darkness is harmful to eyesight. This may be the chair lamp, built-in light 
sideboards glass holes, the lights over the images. 
Because, to light a lounge of 30 m2, we need about seven or eight light sources (do not 
forget that to have enough light, the required power is 20-40 watts per square meter of floor 
area). 
The lighting in the living room allows the most creative possibilities, you can play with lamps 
of different type and shape of the intensity and color of light, lighting integrated in the ceiling, 
floor or furniture elements with direct or indirect reflection, achieving effects lighting aquarium 
with glass partitions, flashing billboards in space they make light effects that are seen and felt 
in the interior. In any case the possibilities are numerous and feelings that occur relaxing. 
In the dining room 
Here is the most appropriate general lighting chandelier with variable height. The best 
amount of is such a lamp, that is placed centrally on the table, 160 cm from the floor, not 
shining in the eyes, or to prevent the watch others sitting around. 
It's good to be able to vary the power of light - dimer (rheostat) will help to reduce the candles 
at dinner or to strengthen the dark day. If the table is not a permanent place - moved 
stretches and we find it difficult to determine its centres, above which to set the chandelier, 
we can use indirect lighting with halogen lamps directed toward the ceiling. 
If the ceiling is white, it is the lamp that stands 80 cm below it, so you are not making a dark 
stain. And that is when we have a dining room for dining momoda accessories, service 
technicians and others. It is better to choose those with matte glass and hidden light in them. 
Here, as in the living room is better to choose a chandelier and lighting a whole family (with a 
similar design). 
Very often in a family house living and dining room in general - in this case only with the help 
of light can assess areas as appropriate. 
Lighting in the dining room is emphasized by lowered lamps or some heavily accented 
decorative lanterns. This kind of lighting creates a pleasant soothing ambient during the long 
feeding and makes dining aesthetic active Corner dining. 
To avoid unpleasant opacity, good it is to combine light directed to the table (moons of ceiling 
pendants) with diffuse light, oriented walls. When lighting up a dining table with a chandelier, 
the amount of suspension is 1,40 m height because of the greater area. If during dinner 
intensity increased to 1000 lux, cutlery and glasses receive "precious" shine. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Illuminated dining 
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2.4. Lighting in the kitchen 
 
Here it is particularly important to look good, to avoid accidents - especially strong demand 
we have light on work surfaces. Besides the general lighting which can be the ceiling, good 
to embed the top line lockers halogen (low-voltage) or fluorescent lighting, because both do 
not emit a lot of heat and are suitable for installation? 
Ordinary fluorescent lighting changes color products and food, so at the best option is to set 
a hot fluorescent light near the living room. Some companies offer halogen projectors, hung 
above the top row elements - they are appropriate, in the event that cast a shadow over the 
area. 
Many warm light coming from the lamps embedded in the above items (fluorescent or 
halogen, to a lower temperature), where the holes are not thick, and glass mat of wooden or 
aluminum frame. Of course, this light cans only supplement, and sconces on the walls, 
especially if you usually eat in the kitchen. 
The kitchen lighting is organized as a multifunctional center that apart should be placed 
lighting and workspaces. If it remains about the dining room and the living room is permitted 
to make the game different ceiling light effects that at times be the only source of illumination 
in the entire area and thus will accommodate intimate atmosphere in the living room. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Lighting in the kitchen 
 
2.5. Lighting in the bedroom 
 
Here, as in the living room as bad solution is just hanging chandelier or lamp in the geometric 
center of the room - so it will hang over your feet in bed, will shine in the eyes, and makes 
sleeping uncomfortable. 
If you leave this source for general lighting, then at least we have to change with hanging 
lamps Ceiling matt glass, not shining in his eyes. Best general lighting section is indirectly - 
on the wall; hidden in the false ceiling in the cornice above the window to remind daylight, 
etc. 
Good and can regulate its power. For the night table lamp with a power of 40 watts is 
sufficient for reading, and will not interfere with the sleeping to us. Besides the familiar 
incandescent shade for table lamps are now used lamps with shoulder movement as 
drawing, only that the halogen lamps and hung on the wall. 
Some models bedrooms designers think about lighting - lamps on both sides of the board 
behind their heads, burned his back on the bed, glowing tables and more. In the wardrobe 
can make a luminous fluorescent tube, built-in holder rack, which lights up when opening the 
door to us to choose the most appropriate outfit. 
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Figure 6 Light bedroom 
 
2.6. Illuminated hallway 
 
If there is no natural light corridor should be well thought about the type of lighting. Usually 
hallways are narrow and long because the central bright lighting makes it uncomfortable 
space. A hallway is the first impression edne prostoer when entering into it. Lighting should 
be allocated on the ceiling as embedded or additional walls to a violation of light so achieve 
specific visual effects and make visual proportion of space. 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Light corridor 
 
3. CONCLUSION 
 
The lights are timed is essential for any home. They allow you to control the lights at night 
and during the day for certain events and according to your raspolozhenie. Lighting has more 
relevance in modern architecture - in addition to lighting, its role is decorated lighting effects 
in the interior design and lighting fittings and opportunity for hands operation and 
maintenance. 
Although different lighting effects more commonly used in public and commercial buildings, 
where they will feel most intensely can enjoy them just inside your dom. Lighting allows 
smooth movement and work at home. For proper lighting there are few rules and tricks that 
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will make life easier and to make the area more attractive, more dynamic, more subtle 
depending on what space we want to get. 
If you place a light in the wrong place, you can create only a problem and not a solution. 
For example: Wrong sizes 
1.In the bathroom, put lights on both sides of the mirror, not only the upper part because so 
shadows would fall on your face. The working masses are inevitable small table lamps. 
2.Too small chandelier over a large dining table or a large chandelier above the small 
masiche is completely disproportionate. To choose the dining room chandelier that is at least 
30 cm. higher than the width of the dining table. 
3.No matter how you put the lights in a room, you will not get the necessary light if the walls 
are too dark, because paint the walls in bright colors. 
Poor lighting in the home can cause headaches, frustration and even awkward mood in the 
bedroom of who turn to exclude light. The key is to create a flexible "way" through the space 
and all the rooms during the day and thereby provide light switches accessible places, 
whether they are all over the rooms and good lighting if the lighting in your house helps or 
hinders movement. 
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